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This poor Stickman is attached and can not deliver himself! Unfortunately for him the freedom will certainly be even
more painful!

To free him you will have to reflect and make the right choices.

Do you feel able to finish all levels and deliver this poor Stickman?

 Features:

■ 50 different levels!
■ Addictive!

■ Original decor!
■ Relaxing gameplay!
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Title: Poor Stickman
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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poor stickman

It has a lot of potential, but definitely could use some tweaking.

Tweaks I'd like to see:

Reduced cooldown time between scare.
Reducing scare meter take away.
Increase scare items pay out.
Reduce scare cost.

I got into the cycle of only being able to scare someone and it would just get give me back what I just lost.. This game has an
interesting art style. That's honestly where anything good ends, from what I've heard the rest of the game is bad but I can't even
progress furthur due to game breaking bugs and the "interesting" art style means you can't tell a wall from an open space
(really). Just avoid this mess of a game.. The most interesting entry in the Patrician / Port Royale / Rise of Venice series.. Cool
puzzle game, very hard levels with cabbage =)
10\/10 bunnies =). Basically if Fruitbat Factory releases any DLC for Orange Juice I'll buy it. I have no clue who either of these
two are really, but me and my girlfriend recently started playing 200% Orange Juice and met the "Mira" character on a roof. We
both said "Woah she\/he looks cool! Why aren't they in Orange Juice?" This was literally yesterday mind you. Now they are
playable one day later. This isn't a real review I'm sorry. If you like Orange Juice and feel like supporting the creators, buy the
dlc.
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Nice set of costumes. The weapon attachments do not replace the actual weapon models of characters. They are there if you
want to have the characters look like they have a lot of weapons on them (the weapon attachments are just used for carrying
only and not as replacement for the actual weapon models).

Here's an example. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=542780068

As you can see, Alisha (for example) obviously doesn't replace her spear with the swords but the weapons still looks neat. The
same applies to other characters.. love this game ! there is still room for improvement, but its already a good game.. Iwould like
to shunt with this item dont understand how to use on doncaster shunt any help please. the game is fine the only thing that was a
little iffy is that the physics are not consistant so you can replay the same scenario with the same setup multiple times and
sometimes you might win a level and other times you wouldn't. there is only a few levels that kinda rely on it so its not too much
of a problem.

sidenote having the song in the hall of the mountain king come on was always a nice thing but the other song choices were not as
great picks not terrible just bland

otherwise it was ok. For the price I can't really complain.. This dlc is not ment for beginners, It's ment for experienced players
and Glados, your a d***.. I don't usually post reviews because I often can't define what I like (or don't like) about a game. I'm
not new to games but the lingo is usually beyond me but here goes. First - it's worth the price. I don't usually buy anything over 6
bucks because of budget contraints but this one looked like most of the RPGs I've liked in the past so I decided to give it a try.
I'm glad I did. Also worth noting is that the devs are on top of things and have been incredibly helpful when I've had a question
or a problem.

Gameplay is pretty straight forward. I use the arrow keys to move around (simply my preference) - it's first person when you're
exploring then top-down real-time when you enter a battle. My personal preference isn't top-down or real-time but I've found it
easy enough to adapt to the combat system.

The shop system is different than most games in that you don't sell stuff back to the merchants to gain gold to buy better stuff.
You either make your own, find it or trade it for crystals that you find as you explore. The crystal drop isn't phenomenal nor is it
horrible. The catch is that you also need crystals to save your game so it's a good idea to try and keep one on hand. Also, you
don't necessarily need to go back to town to trade your crystals but I'll leave that for you to discover on your own. ;)

Your storage is limited but that's okay because you don't really need to carry around a lot of stuff in order to sell it. I've found
that if I equip two weapons (there are two weapon sets available that you use the mouse wheel to change) and keep a spare in my
pack, I'm in good shape. Armor is another thing altogether. Spend some of your skill points on Reforge and Smith - you'll need
it. Armor breaks, if you don't have a spare, you'll need to fix your own.

There are a lot of little things that are just different enough to make this game interesting.

My complaints - and they're minor because I'm a big baby...LOL - I would like to see more crystal and food drops. The spell
system confused me at first - I couldn't figure out how to set my quick spell or how to use it - when you learn a new spell, you
need to reset your quick spell...RMB uses the spell (yes, that should have been obvious). That's the end of my complaints.

Seriously, the game is really pretty good. I like the look of it, the music is good and the atmosphere is cool.

One final tip - check the walls carefully - some levers are really obvious but there are a few that are nothing more than switches
that are a little hard to see.

Hope this helps - it's one of the few reviews I've written - and that alone should tell you how much I like the game.. awesome
game! very funny!
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